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We may always need to convert iTunes M4V 

videos to MP4 for different reasons. But unlike 

the common M4V to MP4 conversion, it's no 

easy to get iTunes movies converted to MP4 

due to the DRM protection of the movies. 

Currently, the unique yet most effective way to 

convert the DRM-protected iTunes M4V 

movies to unprotected MP4 is to use some 

specialized iTunes M4V video converter. Fortunately, a number of such iTunes 

DRM M4V converting software has been developed from time to time to remove 

DRM and convert iTunes M4V to MP4. Here we are going to recommend you the 

best ones picked up after rigorous test and comparison to enable you 

successfully convert iTunes DRM M4V to MP4 with ease. 

No.1 TunesKit iTunes M4V to MP4 Video Converter (Mac & 

Windows) 

When talking about the best DRM M4V to MP4 converter for iTunes, TunesKit 

iTunes M4V Video Converter is definitely worthy of the name. Produced by the 

world-leading DRM solution provider - TunesKit Studio, this program is one of 

the most professional DRM video converter dedicated to help iTunes users 

convert DRM-locked M4V movies, TV shows and music videos from iTunes to 

MP4 or any other non-DRM video formats. Besides, TunesKit iTunes Video 

Converter for Mac is the fastest DRM M4V Converter which is able to convert 

iTunes M4V movies to unprotected MP4 at 20x faster speed while preserving the 

lossless HD quality, audio tracks and subtitles for the original M4V movie files. 

http://www.tuneskit.com/
http://www.tuneskit.com/
http://www.tuneskit.com/tuneskit-for-mac.html
http://www.tuneskit.com/tuneskit-for-mac.html
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No.2 Aimersoft DRM M4V to MP4 Media Converter (Windows) 

Although it's not a specialized iTunes M4V to MP4 video converter, Aimersoft 

DRM Media Converter for Windows is still a great choice for you to convert the 

iTunes M4V movies with DRM protection to DRM-free MP4 if you have both 

iTunes and other DRM media files to convert. Different from TunesKit M4V 

Converter which adopts an innovative DRM decrypting technique, Aimersoft 

uses the background recording method to remove the DRM protection from 

iTunes M4V videos while converting the M4V files to MP4 and other common 

media formats. The downside of this technology is that it will take much time to 

convert the movies with the output video quality reduced. 

No.3 Noteburner iTunes M4V Video Converter (Mac & Windows) 

Another well-known iTunes Video Converter goes to Noteburner M4V Video 

Converter Plus which is also specially designed to convert DRM-ed iTunes M4V 

http://www.tuneskit.com/drm-m4v-to-popular-formats/itunes-m4v-to-mp4.html
file:///D:/TUNESKIT/tuneskit.com/TunesKitforMac.dmg
http://www.remove-drm.com/drm-media-converter-win.html
http://www.remove-drm.com/drm-media-converter-win.html


 

videos to MP4 and other media formats like MOV, AVI, MPEG, MP3, etc. Besides 

the M4V to MP4 conversion, it allows users to customize the settings for the 

output MP4 videos, like bit rate, video size, time length, etc. However, like 

Aimersoft, this M4V video converter falls behind due to the long conversion 

process and quality loss. 

Conclusion 

In general, all those three iTunes DRM video converter are great in converting 

iTunes M4V to MP4, though may varied in different aspects. Specifically speaking, 

TunesKit could apparently be the best option if your purpose is to losslessly 

convert M4V movies from iTunes to MP4 format at fast speed, while Noteburner 

would be recommended if you prefer more output video formats other than MP4 

and don't care much about the conversion speed and converted video quality. Of 

course, as the most versatile DRM media converter, Aimersoft will take the upper 

hand in front of the people who are expecting to convert iTunes DRM M4V 

movies as well as other DRM media files beyond iTunes. 
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